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"Shoot I missed class" notes
The text on these slides are for your future self.

Times when you want to refresh your memory on specific talking
points, or go on a rabbit hole of links researching the opinions of

people on the internet about apologies. People on the internet have a
lot of opinions about apologies.

During the webinar, consider these slides a tangible structure of
points for my visual learners, and pleasant looking pre-made notes

for my auditory learners. (Please also feel free to take your own
notes!)



What about MY Feelings?
The addressing of guilt
Over apologizing

What is an apology?
Anatomy of an apology
Example: ACT Method

When do I need to apologize?
What isn't an apology



When do I need to apologize?

When you become aware your
behavior has hurt someone.

(You don't get to decide if someone else is hurt.)



What isn't an apology
A transaction made in exchange for absolution or forgiveness.

"I said I'm sorry, so we're good right?"

An excuse / statement that doesn't include personal accountability.

An explanation of the situation or self that does not include personal
responsibility.

"I'm just like that." "I didn't know, it's not my fault."

'Apologizing' for the other person's emotions.
"I'm sorry you feel that way."



What
is an

apology?



Anatomy of an Apology
Acknowledge the hurt. "I recognize my behavior made you feel _____"

Take responsibility. "I recognize my behavior...."

Actually apologize for your behavior, not the other person's reaction.
"I'm sorry I _____"

Accept that the you do not get to decide how your apology is received
(do not expect or demand forgiveness)

A change in behavior with follow through. "Moving forward I will ____"



Acknowledging Hurt
Apologies center on the hurt of the person being apologized to, not our

own feelings of guilt, annoyance, shame etc.

Apologies require us to see and listen to the other person. We must be
open to listening to their experience, even if we do not like how we are

reflected by their experience.

Be specific.



Accepting Personal

Repsonsibility
While a number of factors may contribute to the situation, accept your

personal contribution, whether or not it was intentional.

Be open to condemning your own behavior / admitting you violated
your personal moral code.

"What I did was racist." / "I was being hypocritical."

Self-blame and/or martyrdom are not the same
as accepting responsibility.

BE SPECIFIC.



Actually
Apologizing

"I'm sorry" is not a bridge over pain, but it is a necessary support
beam.



Changing Behavior
"You can't talk your
way out of problems
you behaved yourself

into."
Stephen Covey





What

About

My

Feelings?



Guilt
An apology is not something given in exchange for forgiveness.

(Because apologies focus on the hurt within the situation.)

Guilt is an uncomfortable opportunity for introspection, not a
burden to be lifted by someone else.

Because guilt is a knot we have tied in our own stomach, it is our
work to unknot.



Over Apologizing
Over apologizing is a manipulative tactic.

It is seeking comfort / absolution from the person you just hurt,
asking them to say "it's okay", whether or not it is actually okay.

While apologies are proportional to the situation, over apologies
are more about our own

feelings of shame, guilt, and embarrassment.



Further Reading
Xploring Gender
Anatomy of An Apology (A letter response)
8 Tips for Apologies
5 Ways to Ruin and Apology
Apologies and Attachment Theory
15 Myths About Apologies
Reasons We Apologize (From Interpersonal to Institutional)
The Violence of White Apologies
Exhausting Apologies For Racism- Just Do Better
Key & Peele "Awkward Apologies from White People"
How Do I React After Misgendering?
What Do I Do When I Misgender a Trans Person?

https://www.xploringgender.com/
https://www.vitalsmarts.com/crucialskills/2018/07/the-anatomy-of-an-apology/
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/friendship-20/201906/how-apologize-8-tips-keep-in-mind
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/constructive-wallowing/202001/5-ways-ruin-good-apology
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/the-freedom-change/201908/when-and-how-apologize-attachment-theory-perspective
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/the-freedom-change/201908/when-and-how-apologize-attachment-theory-perspective
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/make-it-right/202005/the-top-15-myths-about-apologies
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/the-compassion-chronicles/202006/why-we-need-apologize
https://medium.com/@ciarrajones/the-violence-of-white-and-non-black-poc-apologies-d1321c0ccb8e
https://www.refinery29.com/en-gb/racism-apology-exhausting
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zrhWLfmfZ0Y
https://www.lifeworkspsychotherapy.com/react-accidentally-misgendering-someone/
https://www.out.com/news-opinion/2018/11/21/what-do-if-you-misgender-trans-person



